
 
 

 

 
 

Step 1
Adjust Frame & Attach Wire 

The frame should fit around the crown
of your head (over your forehead.) To
adjust, loosen or tighten the wire where
it connects.
 
Take the end of the wrapping wire  and
secure it anywhere on the round frame. 

A vase of fresh flowers 
A bundle of dried flowers
A paper coated wrapping wire (enough for 2 frames)
2 round frames with ribbon 

Your kit includes:

       *You'll need clippers or scissors from home
 
 
 
 

Flower Crown Making Kit
Level- Advanced

Step 2
Clip Flowers

Clip the flowers and foliage into
small pieces with about a 1"
stem.

Step 3
Make Small "Bouquets" 

Gather 2-3 flowers or foliage and
make a small bouquet in your hand.
The flower combinations are up to
you! You can make these all at once,
or be inspired as you go. Larger
bouquets yield fuller crowns, and
smaller bouquets make an airy
crown. Try one of each! 

Step 4
Attach Bouquet 

Lay the bouquet onto the wire frame,
and wrap the wire two times around
the stems, gently pulling to secure.
The same wire will be used to attach
all of the bouquets to the frame in
one long spiral. 
Tip: Keep the wire coiled up to make
it easier to wrap.
 
 

Step 5
Add Your Next Bouquet

Take the next bouquet and lay the
flower heads on top of the stems of
the first bouquet.( Keep the stems
pointed in the same direction .) Use
the wire to wrap around the stems
two times. 
*Closer bouquets will yield fuller
crowns. Space them out for a more
airy crown. 

Step 6
Continue Adding Flowers

Continue adding small bouquets of
flowers, laying them on top of the
stems of the previous bouquet, and
wrapping with wire. When you've
finished 1/2 of the frame, you can
wrap the wire 3-4 times to secure
the end of the stems, tie off and clip
the excess. You can tie the ribbon
anywhere on the frame and enjoy!     
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Tag us on instagram and we will post your crown in our stories!
We can't wait to see what you make!  @fireweedflorals


